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Executive Summary 
 

This study will explore how to build upon the 

success of the Ingrebourne Way Connect2 

scheme, in order to leave a ‘legacy’ for future 

development beyond Connect2. It is funded 

from the Big Lottery Fund Connect2 budget. 

The purpose of this study was to make recom-

mendations on improvements to the In-

grebourne Way. These are based entirely on the 

aspirations of local path users and stakeholders. 

These aspirations were gathered following com-

munity engagement along the path and a local 

stakeholder meeting. They relate to both ‘soft’ 

initiatives promoting walking and cycling on the 

Ingrebourne Way, and ‘hard’ infrastructure im-

provements. 

Local people were positive about the existing 

route while highlighting areas of improvement. In 

terms of softer initiative measures, suggestions 

included forming walking and cycling groups, 

creating cycle hire opportunities and raising 

awareness of the route and the local environ-

ment. In terms of hard infrastructure measures, 

suggestions included improving the A12 dogleg, 

improving connections to the A127, re-routing 

the route through Upminster Stadium and im-

proving the Hall Lane section which was identi-

fied as the weak link in the route. This report 

seeks to examine these suggestions in more 

detail and recommend appropriate and feasible 

improvements for route development. 

Additionally the report: 

 Confirms the author’s recommended route 

and intervention details based on feed-

back from local people and identifies vari-

ous options where appropriate 

 Where appropriate, it identifies key eco-

logical features and constraints 

 Where appropriate, it shows the work re-

quired through drawings and provides de-

tailed costs and next steps 

The number of Havering residents cycling or 

walking is currently below the London average, 

whilst car usage is above the London average. 

There is huge potential for the borough to make 

use of it’s green space to change this and en-

courage active travel. 

It is important to bear in mind that the ambition 

is for this route to be predominantly a shared-

use greenway suitable for use by a novice adult 

cyclist, a family with young children or a sensi-

ble unaccompanied twelve-year-old. This will 

help justify the proposed design changes to the 

path. Sustrans promotes the development of 

traffic-free greenways because our research 

shows that urban greenways are the type of fa-

cility most likely to attract those who do nut cur-

rently cycle. 

 

Next Steps 

This feasibility study is intended to inform the LB 

Havering about the aspirations of local people  

for enhancements to the Ingrebourne Way cy-

cling and walking route. It is intended that fund-

ing is secured for the detailed design and imple-

mentation of these recommendations. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

The objective of this feasibility study is to build 

upon the success of Sustrans’ Connect2 project 

on the Ingrebourne Way in the London Borough 

of Havering. It will form part of the Connect2 

legacy work looking into further improvements 

based on the aspirations of path users and local 

stakeholders. 

Local path users and stakeholders were asked 

to suggest and prioritise improvements to the 

route and to identify further connections. This 

study will look at these aspirations in detail with 

the broad aim of creating a largely traffic-free 

walking and cycling route. Consideration will be 

given to how the route will make key links with 

town centres, transport hubs and local tourist 

attractions. Both infrastructure (“hard 

measures”) and initiatives to promote walking 

and cycling (“soft measures”) will be explored. 

Sustrans actively seeks to integrate the two 

where possible to capitalise as much as possi-

ble on the benefits of both. 

The Ingrebourne Way, National Cycle Network 

(NCN) route 136, follows a similar alignment to 

the Ingrebourne River which flows North to 

South from Brentwood, Essex to the Thames at 

Rainham. A large part of the river is surrounded 

by  public green space, with one section called 

Ingrebourne Marshes being designated as a Site 

of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Ideally the 

Ingrebourne Way would follow the entire river on 

traffic-free paths. Whilst much of the route al-

ready does this, this study will look into how this 

could be improved, including how existing on-

road sections of route could be replaced by a 

more scenic riverside traffic-free path. It will also 

outline small scale infrastructure improvements 

and useful connections to/from the route. 

The London Borough of Havering has a popula-

tion of 237,000 (1) and is the third largest Lon-

don borough with 11,227 hectares. More than 

half of the borough is Green Belt land. The car is 

the dominant mode of transport, with 58% of 

journeys made by car (compared to 33% for the 

rest of London (2)). The DfT states that national-

ly, 41% of all journeys are less than 2 miles (3) 

which could easily be cycled in 15 minutes. A 

key issue for the borough’s Core Strategy is to 

minimise the need to travel and to promote sus-

tainable forms of transport. 

Havering has huge potential to increase the pro-

portion of trips by sustainable modes. It also 

has the potential to attract visitors from central 

London due to the expansive green space avail-

able and good transport links. However, local 

communities are severed from each other by 

busy roads and railways. In too many cases, this 

severance makes seemingly short journeys in-

convenient and hazardous. The Connect2 pro-

ject helped reduce severance, for example by 

widening a very narrow footway across the 

A127 road bridge, but more connections and 

improved wayfinding could further increase the 

number of short journeys that could easily be 

made by sustainable modes.  

This study was undertaken by Sustrans in col-

laboration with the London Borough of Haver-

ing. A local group of stakeholders were also 

consulted as part of the Connect2 legacy work. 

It was funded as part of the Big Lottery Funded 

Connect2 legacy.  

 

1.1 Background to Connect2 

In 2007, Sustrans received £50m funding from 

the Big Lottery Fund to extend the National Cy-

cle Network through the Connect2 project. By 

2013, 84 new walking and cycling networks had 

been completed nationally. 

The Ingrebourne Way in London Borough of Ha-

vering was one of eight Connect2 projects in 

Greater London. It received match funding from 

Veolia HRT and TfL. At 14-miles, it is the longest 

Connect2 scheme in the country. A key aspect 

of Connect2 was public input and consultation 

(see Figure 1.1). 

Figure 1.1: Local stakeholders and community mem-
bers walking in Harold Wood on 2007. 

As well as benefiting cyclists, the route has also 

since seen a 30% increase in the number of pe-

destrians (Sustrans data collected at Hacton 

Bridge site, Hornchurch, in Aug 2009 and June 

2013).   

As part of Sustrans’ Connect2 legacy work, one 

scheme in each area received funding to gener-

ate feedback and to build upon the success of 

Connect2.  

 

1.2 Connect2 Legacy Consultations 

The Connect2 Steering Group: 

 London Borough of Havering 

 Local councillors 

 Friends of Ingrebourne Valley 

 Ramblers Association 
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 Friends of Upminster Park 

 Cycle Liaison Group 

 Forestry Commission 

 Thames Chase 

 Local schools including Branfil Primary 

 Environment Agency 

 Havering Cycle Forum 

 RSPB Rainham Marshes 

 Friends of Dagnam Park 

 

This legacy work also involved capturing the lo-

cal stakeholders’ aspirations for further local in-

vestment in infrastructure and softer measures. 

Two events were organised in June 2013 to 

gather these aspirations; the first was a roaming 

survey to engage users along the Ingrebourne 

Way, also encompassing a visit to a local youth 

centre opening event in Harold Hill and a local 

library in Upminster (see Figure 1.2). Secondly a 

meeting at Branfil Primary School was set up 

with local stakeholders (see Figure 1.3). This 

feasibility study will be based on the aspirations 

that came out of this work. 

Figure 1.2: Local users on the Ingrebourne Way were 
asked to write down their suggestions for improve-
ment on the public roaming survey in June 2013. 

1.3 Consultation Comments and Priorities 

General feedback  was positive, with path users 

noting that it was a nice route that was well 

maintained and well signposted. It was clear 

from these events that there is support for the 

project and any improvements that can be 

made, from both local stakeholders who are al-

ready aware of cycling issues, and from local 

path users.  

Examples of positive feedback include: 

 “Nice park to visit and walk around. Kids 

love the picture bench.” - Comment from a 
mother in Central Park, Harold Hill 

 “Cycle route 136 [the Ingrebourne Way] is 

well signposted” – Comment from two 
walkers near Brook Way, Harold Hill 

 “ Everything is well maintained and great” 

– Comment from two dog walkers in Pag-
es Wood 

 A wheelchair user has highlighted to a lo-

cal volunteer the new bridge over the 

A127 has been “the most positive aspect” 

as the bridge has “opened up a new ave-

nue” to areas that were previously inac-

cessible.  

Figure 1.3: Local stakeholders and Steering Group 
discussing the suggestions proposed by path users 
in a meeting at Branfil Primary School in June 2013. 

Path users and stakeholders were asked what 

they thought could be done to encourage more 

people to use it. Both hard infrastructure im-

provements as well as softer local programmes 

to encourage people out were discussed. Re-

curring suggestions were as follows: 

Hard measures (in order of priority): 

 Hall Lane—the on-road section of Hall 

Lane was identified as a weak link and 

people’s perception of it as a busy and 

dangerous section was the main barrier to 

using the route. Many locals highlighted 

the importance of having an off-road link 

instead. 

 Hornchurch Stadium—realign through 

here rather than Bridge Avenue 

 Connections 

 to Thames Chase Community Forest—
this is already being looked into by the 

borough 

 to South Weald 

 to the A127 via a dropped kerb 

 to South Ockenden 

 To improve the A12 dogleg 

 Further suggestions 

 improve Pages Wood gravel surfaces 

 improve signing in Hornchurch Country 

Park 

Softer measures: 

 More information about the route for local 

residents 

 Walking and cycling groups 

 Taster rides and training 

 Other suggestions: 
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 interpretation boards and improved sign-

age/maps 

 social media 

 extend Bike It 

 hold Dr Bike workshops along the route 

 bike rental/try before you buy 

More detail can be found in “The Ingrebourne 

Way, Havering, London: What next?” document 

that was made following the legacy consultation 

events; see Appendix B. 

 

1.4 Existing Schemes and Opportunities in 
Havering 

Other existing schemes: 

 NCN13—Tower Bridge to Grays—this 

largely traffic-free route hugs the River 

Thames and passes through Rainham 

 LCN15—The City to Upminster 

Existing opportunities: 

 Thames Chase have received funding from 

the Big Green Fund to improve walking 

and cycling links to their community forest 

spaces under their Green Destinations 

project. This is alongside a Sustrans pro-

ject to build a new bridge over the river 

Beam. 

 Quietways—funded by the Mayor’s Vision, 

these will be a series of direct, quiet, low-

traffic side streets. Havering have already 

met with Sustrans to discuss potential 

routes. Boroughs are encouraged to also 

take forward their own ‘quietway’ routes. 

 Rainham Wildspace— this is being devel-

oped from industrial wasteland to exten-

sive wildlife and open space area. 

1.5 Local and National Policies 

Local and national government are committed 

to increasing rates of walking and cycling due to 

the positive contribution on communities and 

people’s health. The Mayor of London has a tar-

get to double the number of cyclists in London 

in 10 years. Analysis has shown that more than 

half of ‘potentially cyclable trips’ in London are 

in the Outer boroughs (8). 

The current situation in Havering is as follows: 

 Currently only 1% of all trips are made by 

bicycle (See Figure 1.4; reference 7) 

(compared to 2% of all trips nationally (4)) 

 Only 15% of the population using their 

bike at least once a week.  

 Walking accounts for 20.5% of journeys in 

the borough (5). This is compared to 25% 

over London (6) 

 Motor vehicle use is 21% above the 

Greater London average (7) 

Figure 1.4: Journeys in Havering by modal share. 
Source: Better Environment, Better Health (2013; ref-
erence 7). Data from London Travel Demand Survey. 

Therefore, the proportion of Havering resident’s 

currently using active travel is well below the 

London average whilst motor vehicle use and 

obesity prevalence are among are the highest 

(7). Improving access to green spaces and 

providing opportunities for walking in pleasant 

surroundings can increase the appeal and up-

take of active travel. 

The London Borough of Havering has demon-

strated a commitment to increasing cycling lev-

els in the borough. TfL have analysed the poten-

tial for new cycling trips and concluded that 

28% of all trips in Havering that are made by 

mechanised modes are potentially cyclable (9).  

Havering’s Local Development Framework and 

Local Implementation Plan (LIP) both seek to 

encourage cycling by prioritising the needs of 

cyclists (2). Havering’s Transport Objective 7 is 

to “improve provision and availability of smarter 

travel choices for all”. Havering say they will 

“implement a range of sustainable transport 

schemes”, and “...improve road safety and ex-

tend the provision of greenways” to increase the 

modal share of cyclists (9).  

Furthermore, included as a priority and a case 

study in the LIP Delivery Plan was the In-

grebourne Way Connect2 scheme. This states 

that “the continuity of this route is broken by a 

number of major roads which are very difficult to 

cross[…]. This scheme aims to overcome these 

barriers with innovative walkways through exist-

ing river bridges. It will result in a useful, direst 

and attractive network[…]. The scheme will also 

help to deliver the commitment in the Corporate 

Plan 2011-2014 to making sure that people can 

enjoy the natural environment” (9). Although 

most of these prohibitive barriers were over-

come under Connect2, there are still improve-

ments that could be made in particular to the 

Hall Lane section which is still perceived as a 

dangerous ‘weak link’ section of route (see Sec-

tion 3.5).  
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1.6 Current Barriers to Walking and Cycling 

Barriers to cycling in outer London have been 

identified in a TfL study (10): 

Attitudinal barriers: 

 Fear of traffic and feelings of vulnerability 

 Convenience of the car 

 Individual unsure cycling is for them 

 Cycling perceived as incompatible with 

complicated lifestyles 

Physical barriers 

 High traffic speeds 

 Severance (eg. Major roads and lack of 

permeability) 

 Lack of cycle parking 

These can be overcome by identifying and tack-

ling the issues listed above through soft, 

“smarter choices” measures and through appro-

priate route design, including prioritising traffic-

free interventions. 

 

1.7 Route Design and Issues 

The route improvements proposed should meet 

the following core principles as set out by the 

National Cycle Network (NCN) guidance 

(Sustrans), Cycle Infrastructure Design (DfT) and 

the London Cycle Design Standards (TfL): 

 - Convenience    - Accessibility 

 - Safety     - Comfort 

 - Attractiveness 

Off-road sections have the potential for place-

making enhancements, attracting leisure users 

as well as providing a pleasant transport link. A 

good example of this were the portrait benches 

that were used for Connect2 (see Figure 1.5). 

Traffic-free sections are the most popular parts 

of the NCN, comprising a third of the total dis-

tance but experiencing 85% of use (11). 

Figure 1.5: Cyclists passing the portrait bench on the 
Ingrebourne Way which is located in Central Park in 
Harold Wood. 

 

1.8 Barriers 

There are several barriers along the route that 

are impeding cyclists. Sustrans is generally op-

posed to their installation as they can restrict 

legitimate users (such as the mobility impaired, 

prams and tandems). Their use should only be 

considered in exceptional circumstances. The 

Mayor’s Vision for Cycling in London and The 

Cycle Infrastructure Design guide from the DfT 

(12) have similar statements. 

Two reasons are often cited: 

1. To exclude unwanted path users and pow-

ered two-wheelers. However, prohibitive access 

controls are often ineffective. Enforcement oper-

ations, as suggested in the London Cycling De-

sign Standards, are an alternative option.  

2. Barriers can slow down permitted path users, 

often in high risk areas such as near busy roads. 

However, this is often inappropriate as there are 

other less prohibitive ways of achieving the 

same outcome, for example through signage. 

For a new path, there should be a presumption 

against using access controls. If their use is ab-

solutely necessary, it is critical that the dimen-

sions enable legitimate path users to pass easi-

ly. Anything more obstructive than bollards is 

generally considered inconvenient to legitimate 

path users. Sustrans can provide examples of 

projects where barrier removal has been suc-

cessful. The barriers that were replaced at Har-

old Court on the Ingrebourne Way are an exam-

ple of successful barrier replacement that allows 

access to desired path users (See Figure 1.6). 

 

Figure 1.6: The barriers at Harold Court on the In-
grebourne Way before, when there was no way for 
cyclists to easily pass (left), and after (right) . 

 

1.9 Land Ownership Issues 

There are various landowners who would need 

consulting with at the next stages of design. 

Along the Ingrebourne riverside route, the north-

ern section is owned by a private landowner 

who has been contacted. Although they are 

considering either obtaining planning permission 

for development or selling the land, the land-

owner is open to discussing options. However 

this may pose a potential risk to the project. 

The southern section of this stretch is owned by 

another private landowner, and the attempt to 

engage them is ongoing. However there is a 
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Public Right of Way that already exists along 

this section. 

The small section of land on the connection to 

Thames Chase Visitor Centre, between Ashvale 

Gardens and Pike Lane, is owned by a property 

developer. They have been made aware of this 

feasibility study but have not been willing to 

comment as of yet. 

Other landowners that would need consulting at 

the next stage are: 

 Network Rail are mostly likely the owners 

of the two tunnels that the riverside Hall 

Lane alternative route would have to go 

through. They also own the tunnels on the 

back-road alternative to the east of Hall 

Lane. 

 Forestry Commission own Pages Wood 

 Transport for London own the primary 

roads in the borough including the A12 

It is thought that the rest of the land and road 

network is owned by the borough. For further 

detail, please contact Catherine Osborn 

(Catherine.Osborn@sustrans.org.uk). 

 

1.10 Ecology 

It is important to consider the ecological im-

pacts of route proposals and to consider the 

benefits of increasing public access to nature. 

Therefore, a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal 

was conducted by Richard Graves Associates in 

December 2013. This looked at the riverside op-

tion of the Hall Lane alternative alignment, as 

this has the potential for having a significant im-

pact on ecology (see Figure 1.7).  

The report highlighted that careful habitat man-

agement could actually improve the ecology and 

biodiversity of the route.  

The full report can be seen in Appendix C, and a 

summary is below. 

Figure 1.7: Image of the existing footpath along the 
west side of the Ingrebourne Way (facing south). 

 

Summary of ecological impacts and recommen-

dations: 

 Most of the habitats along the proposed 

route are of low ecological value. 

 Route construction is unlikely to disturb 

any European Protected Species. 

 Through habitat management there is 

‘considerable potential’ for enhancement 

and a significant gain in local biodiversity. 

 Proposals within 8m of the river In-

grebourne will require consultation and 

consent from the Environment Agency. 

 Any surgery or felling of large mature trees 

would require a bat survey. 

 Any clearance of trees would require a 

nesting bird survey by a qualified ecologist 

if done during bird nesting season. 

 Japanese Knotwood, an invasive species, 

was identified and advice should be ob-

tained on it’s removal and treatment. 

 There are ‘no material consideration 
which should prevent the local planning 
authority granting permission’. 

 

Note: Although the survey was undertaken out-

side of the optimal survey period (Mar-Oct), due 

to the nature of the habitats this is not consid-

ered a significant limitation. . 
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2.0 Soft Measures 
 
Current rates of active travel in Havering are rel-

atively low and the area has huge potential for 

improvement. Furthermore, the Ingrebourne 

Way is an enjoyable route with the potential to 

increase capacity. In order to do this, any hard 

measures must be complimented by soft 

measures for best results.  

Local path users were asked to suggest initia-

tives that would encourage them to take up 

walking and cycling more often. This section is 

divided up into different categories according to 

these suggestions , and each section has vari-

ous options and costs.  

Yellow stars highlight priority measures as 

suggested by local path users and stakeholders.  

For more information on any of the below, 

p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  C a t h e -

rine.Osborn@sustrans.org.uk  

2.1 Raising awareness of the route 

Whilst talking to local path users, it emerged 

that many did not know the extent or the align-

ment for the existing Ingrebourne Way, and that 

many were interested in finding out more. A key 

aspect to delivering any project is making po-

tential local users and benefactors aware of 

what is available to them. 

This could be delivered in a number of ways, 

from simple distribution of maps and promotion 

through local media and facilities, to the more 

comprehensive option of Sustrans Personalised 

Travel Planning. 

 

Raising Awareness Option 1: 

This simply involves distributing copies of a map 

of the route, which also incorporates local infor-

mation on cycling. This map has already been 

produced by Sustrans in collaboration with the 

borough. This could be posted to local residents 

living in close proximity to the route as well as 

distributed in community centres, tourist offices 

and transport hubs. The Biking Borough scheme 

in Redbridge is a good example.  

In conjunction with the above, it would equally 

be simple to use existing facilities to promote 

cycling and the route. An example would be an 

article in a local magazine such as Havering Liv-

ing Magazine which is delivered to 133,00 resi-

dences, businesses, schools, libraries, sports 

centres and 

health cen-

tres. This 

could in-

clude a 

timely fea-

ture on a 

family day 

out on the 

route, in-

cluding a 

map, pho-

tos and lo-

cal infor-

mation on  

places of 

i n t e r e s t , 

such as lo-

cal visitor 

centres. 

Figure 2.1: Image of the Ingrebourne Way map leaflet   

 

Approximate costs:  

£600 to print 5000 copies of the map 

£Free to get an article in the local paper 

Raising Awareness Option 2: 

Alternatively, the use of Personalised Travel 

Planning (PTP) could be used not only to pro-

mote the Ingrebourne Way but also other walk-

ing, cycling and public transport facilities in the 

area. Sustrans has a wealth of experience of 

delivering these projects all over the country, 

aimed primarily at cutting car journeys and en-

couraging people to increase walking and cy-

cling trips locally. 

PTP can be based upon advising households, 

workplaces or education establishments, or it 

can be in the form of a ‘community hub’. For 

households, PTP can also vary in the level of 

intensity and engagement, with costs ranging 

from approximately £13-21 per house. Previous 

projects have achieved a cost benefit ratio of 

7.6—1 (every £1 invested in PTP realises bene-

fits to the value of £7.60). 

Approximate cost options:  

From ~£70,000 for one officer over one year  

To ~£446,000 for 2+ officers over 3 years. 

  

2.2 Walking and cycling groups and train-
ing 

This was raised frequently by local path users as 

a good way to get new cyclists out on their bike.  

 

Walking and Cycling Groups Option 1: 

In fact, there are already led group rides offered 

by SkyRide, Havering Cyclists and Cycle Tour-

ing Club (CTC) Havering. The simplest option 

would be to work with these groups to raise the 

profile of their rides. 

The borough recently bid for the London Cycling 

Campaign’s (LCC)  Community Cycling Fund to 

‘support groups working with the community to 

mailto:catherine.osborn@sustrans.org.uk
mailto:catherine.osborn@sustrans.org.uk
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enhance people’s lives through cycling’. If suc-

cessful, this funding will help to train local peo-

ple to lead rides as well as leading cycle mainte-

nance workshops. 

Approximate cost: £5,000 (based on grants to 

other boroughs) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Local path users suggesting walking 
and cycling groups. 

 

Walking and Cycle Groups Option 2: 

Bike It U Can 2 is a complementary project to 

Bike It, a Sustrans project that already works 

with many schools in Havering. Several of these 

are located near the Ingrebourne Way. Bike It 

has identified that one of the key barriers pre-

venting children cycling to work is parental fears 

over safety. Bike It U Can 2 has been designed 

to reduce this barrier by helping to generate a 

cultural shift towards cycling, and by creating 

cycling role models in neighbourhoods and fam-

ilies.  

The project teaches parents how to cycle safely 

on-road with their children as well as lessons in 

bike maintenance. It takes place over 8 weeks 

with the option for parents to buy the bike at a 

substantially reduced cost at the end. 

This project has had huge success in several 

other boroughs including Redbridge.  

Approximate cost: ~£17,000 (based on engag-

ing 60 parents over 24 weeks in Tower Hamlets 

Cycle to School partnership) 

More info: https://vimeo.com/73785459 

 

Walking and Cycling Groups Option 3: 

Active Travel Programmes are a community pro-

ject that primarily involves organising various 

activities for local people including led rides and 

walks as well as bike maintenance courses. 

Again, Sustrans has experience of delivering 

these projects elsewhere in London and around 

the country. The broad aim is to work with eve-

ryone in the area to increase use of sustainable 

transport.  

Approximate cost: £200,000-400,000 

 

2.3 Cycle hire 

Many local path users mentioned that one of the 

main barriers to cycling was the lack of a bike. 

Several others suggested that cycle hire based 

on the route would encourage them to spend a 

day out in the area and on the route. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Local path users suggesting bike 
hire initiatives. 

 

Cycle Hire Option 1 (short-term hire): 

The idea of cycle hire in the area has already 

been explored. In 2010, Sustrans compiled a 

‘Feasibility Report for Bike Hire at Rainham’. 

Several options were discussed, and the report 

concluded that splitting the scheme into a year-

long community engagement programme fol-

lowed by cycle hire implementation by a social 

enterprise initiative would be the best option. 

However, the report also concluded that ‘the 

area is not yet ready for such an initiative to be 

economically sustainable or well-used by visi-

tors and the local community’. 

https://vimeo.com/73785459
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Please refer to Sustrans’ ‘Feasibility Report for 

Bike Hire at Rainham’ for more details. 

Approximate cost: Option 3 = £27,000 (including 

community engagement period). The other op-

tions ranged between £12,000—£18,500. NB 

these costs are from 3 years ago and are likely 

to be greater now. 

Since this document was produced, further dis-

cussions have taken place on how a cycle hire 

scheme can benefit the whole route. One sug-

gestion was to enlarge the scheme to encom-

pass Hornchurch Country Park and potentially 

provide two linked up cycle hire ‘stations’. This 

could potentially fit in with the new Ingrebourne  

Visitor Centre in the Country Park which is due 

to open Autumn 2014 and/or the  local mountain 

bike trails. 

 

Cycle Hire Option 2 (long-term ‘try before you 
buy’ hire): 

The London Boroughs of Greenwich and Lewi-

sham are currently piloting cycle loan schemes 

that allow participants to hire a bike for one 

month for £10. This is being organised by the 

LCC and the cost covers membership, insur-

ance and rental of a helmet, lock, high-visibility 

vest, lights and a child-seat, if required. Free 

cycle training is offered in conjunction with the 

scheme as well as the opportunity to buy the 

bike at the end of the project. Users are required 

to fill in a form each week about usage. 

Approximate costs: ~£30,000—£70,000 (year 

long programme) 

More information:  

http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/

t r a n s p o r t / c y c l i n g / P a g e s / C y c l e - l o a n -

scheme.aspx  

http://lcc.org.uk/pages/cycle-loan-scheme  

Or contact: cyclingprojects@lcc.org.uk  

 

2.4 Signing the route 

Good way-finding and interpretation of the local 

environment is important to enhancing the usa-

bility of a route. As shown below, several path 

users suggested interactive and interpretative 

signing as an important way to get more people 

on the route. It would also help raise awareness 

of the extent of the route to path users. 

 

Signing—Legible London—Option 1: 

A good example of urban wayfinding has been 

the Legible London scheme. Pedestrian satis-

faction with local wayfinding increased from 

61% to 83% with the introduction of Legible 

London, and almost two-thirds of users said 

that Legible London would encourage them to 

walk more (13). It is also possible to add cycling 

information, including estimated timings by bike 

and diagrams of cycling routes. Further details 

including TfL contacts can be found in TfL’s 

guide (13). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Local path users suggesting signing 
and interpretation boards. 

 

Approximate cost: 15 

signs may take 6—8 

months to complete 

and cost approxi-

mately £125—133,000 

(depending on how 

much of the project 

can be done in-

house). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: An example of a pedestrian using the 
Legible London panel maps 

 

Signing—Interpretation Boards—Option 2: 

An alternative option is to sign the route to in-

clude more interactive and interpretative infor-

mation, as suggested by local path users. There 

are options to include local heritage, environ-

mental and biodiversity information for the area 

to engage route users. 

 

Figure  2.6 : An example of interpretation 
boards that could  be used along the route. 

Approximate cost: Red Kite is an environmental 

consultancy who also specialises in heritage in-

terpretation and has worked with Sustrans on 

previous projects. For 10 panels, they quoted 

around £20—30,000 which can include research 

as well as design. 

http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/transport/cycling/Pages/Cycle-loan-scheme.aspx
http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/transport/cycling/Pages/Cycle-loan-scheme.aspx
http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/transport/cycling/Pages/Cycle-loan-scheme.aspx
http://lcc.org.uk/pages/cycle-loan-scheme
mailto:cyclingprojects@lcc.org.uk
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2.5 Gamification and Cycling Apps 

This is something that was suggested by local 

stakeholders as a potential way to encourage 

more people out on their bike in the borough as 

well as on the route. 

 

Gamification Option 1: 

Green Explorer is a project that Sustrans have 

run in other parts of the UK. The aim is to en-

courage families to cycle, scoot or walk to vari-

ous cultural venues. Each child participant has a 

postcard that can be stamped when they arrive 

at one of the participating venues by sustainable 

transport. When they have collected 4 stamps, 

they get a pin enamel badge from the venue.  

Figure 2.7: An example of the Green Explorer 
postcard. 

 

Parents are also encouraged to enter a prize 

draw to win a free bike, and to sign up for con-

tinued contact encouraging them to travel sus-

tainably. This project could work with Bike It 

schools in the area. 

Feedback from pilot schemes has been positive 

from both local families and participating ven-

ues. 

Potential venues: 

Harold Hill MyPlace centre 

Thames Chase Forest Centre 

Ingrebourne Valley Heritage Visitor Centre (to be 

built in Hornchurch Country Park) 

Rainham Hall—National Trust centre 

RSPB centre, Purfleet 

Approximate costs: ~£5,500 (excl. VAT) 

 

Gamification Option 2:  

Stravel is a website and app which enables us-

ers to log journeys made by foot or by bike. 

Every mile is worth one point which can be put 

towards discounts and offers at participating 

stores. 

More information: http://pleasecycle.com/

#stravel 

Approximate costs: £10,000—£30,000 per an-

num  

[Since the time of writing, London Borough of 

Havering have started using Stravel.] 

2.6 Other 

HGV Driver Training: 

An internal course on cycle safety for all council 

staff who drive HGVs is being run by other Lon-

don borough councils. The course lasts one day 

and involves a classroom session and half a day 

of training on bikes.  

Approximate costs: £50 per driver (based on 

300 drivers participating). 

 

 

http://pleasecycle.com/#stravel
http://pleasecycle.com/#stravel
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3.0 Hard Measures—detailed maps 
with proposals 
 
The following series of maps highlight the de-

sign details required to improve the Ingrebourne 

Way Connect2 route according to local legacy 

consultation aspirations. The importance of traf-

fic-free routes was frequently highlighted and 

these proposals reflect this. 

The detailed maps on the following pages show 

the preferred route alignments with numbered 

reference points. These refer to numbered text 

commentary on the adjacent page of each map.  

The text is written as though the route runs from 

North to South. This does not preclude the use 

of the route from south to north, and the design 

assumes that either direction should be equally 

as accessible.  

For certain priority interventions, concept de-

signs have been drawn up which are in Appen-

dix A and indicative costs are given in section 

4.0. Next steps are  suggested in section 5.0. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Hall Lane, view South 
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3.1 Map 1  

 

South Weald Extension 

The Ingrebourne Way currently starts in Noak 

Hill. Local path users suggested a connection to 

Weald Country Park, another area of natural 

beauty 1.5 miles from the start of the In-

grebourne Way on the Essex side of the M25.  

There are few cycle facilities at the main en-

trance to Weald Country Park. The Country Park 

does allow cycling along some paths, however 

to create this link a new cycle path from the Visi-

tor Centre would need to be negotiated with Es-

sex County Council (park owners). Additional 

facilities in the form of covered cycle parking 

and improved surfacing at the Visitor Centre en-

trance would also attract more visitors by bike 

(Intervention 1 on the map adjacent). 

Weald Road is a typical narrow country road 

giving the perception that vehicles travel at high 

speeds (See Figure 3.1) . Therefore, a 1.5m seg-

regated cycle lane on either side would be a sig-

nificant improvement. However, there is insuffi-

cient highway space without impinging on pri-

vate land. An alternative option is to remove the 

centre line and add cycle symbols to raise 

awareness. This has been proven to slow vehi-

cle speeds and is a technique commonly used 

on rural roads in the Netherlands (intervention 
2). However this is best implemented in an area 

where there are already good numbers of cy-

clists therefore may not be appropriate here yet. 

A traffic-free tunnel already exists in an ideal lo-

cation under the M25. This is accessed by 

Wrightsbridge Road and a dropped kerb would 

be required at the junction with Weald Road.  

The path is an existing bridleway with a good, 

tarmac surface, however vegetation is very 

overgrown and would require clearing back (see 

Figure 3.3). It is thought that the path is proba-

bly of sufficient width (2.5-3m) if the vegetation 

and mud were cleared. In some areas there is 

temporary fencing needs replacing with some-

thing more attractive and permanent. 

There are several barriers along the tunnel path 

which are a hindrance to cycling. These include 

1 gate (see Figure 3.2) and 1 A-frame barrier. 

The removal of the barriers is recommended. 

There was no any evidence of attempted illegal 

motorcycle use along this stretch but if there is 

a realistic fear of this then a trial observation pe-

riod subsequent to barrier removal is advisable 

(Intervention 3). 

The M25 tunnel is already just wide enough to 

allow cycling and seems to be well drained (see 

Figure 3.4). The tunnel lighting was off at the 

time of the site visit so this should be checked. 

This is especially important as it is a fairly se-

cluded area with potential personal safety is-

sues. 

On the Western side of the tunnel, the old 

Wrightsbridge Road path is tarmac but it is ini-

tially narrow due to encroaching vegetation. Af-

ter a short section needing vegetation clear-

ance, the path naturally opens out into a wide, 

smooth tarmac surface. There is one drainage 

issue where a dip has accumulated water and 

mud (see Figure 3.5). This would require either 

building the path up slightly and tapering it off to 

allow drainage either side, or if water is found to 

flow laterally across the path then a small pipe 

could be installed under the raised surface 

(Intervention 4). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Weald Road, view west 

Figure 3.3  Overgrown 
vegetation on path east 
of M25 tunnel, view 
south west 

Figure 3.4: Existing M25 tunnel, view south west 

Figure 3.5: Wrightsbridge Road, view south west 

Figure 3.2 Awkward 
barrier on path east of 
M25 tunnel, view 
south west 
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3.2 Map 2 

 

Noak Hill entrance 

The route starts at the northern entrance to 

Dagnam Park from Chequers Road, Noak Hill. 

Chequers Road feels busy and fast and the en-

trance is just adjacent to where the boundary 

between de-limited and 30mph is. There is a 

footpath on the opposite (north) side of the 

road.  

To enable local Noak Hill residents to cycle 

more easily to the route entrance, the existing 

footpath could be widened to make it shared-

use. This could be done by taking width from 

the grass verges. A zebra crossing to the park 

entrance would make crossing the busy road 

safer (Intervention 5).  

The A-frame barrier at the entrance to the park 

(see Figure 3.6) is a suitable design and allows 

both horseriders and cyclists through easily, alt-

hough it is restrictive to disabled users and non-

standard cyclists (for example hand cycles, tan-

dems and cargo bikes). However the cyclists 

entrance is significantly inhibited by overgrown 

vegetation and a poor surface. This is easy to fix 

by clearing vegetation and putting tarmac down 

around the A-frame (Intervention 6). 

 

Dagnam Park 

The path surface in Dagnam Park is loose gravel 

which for the most part is satisfactory in sum-

mer. However in winter there is evidence that 

sections of the path become very muddy and 

the sandy surface has been washed out leaving 

large cracks in the path surface (see surfaces in 

Figure 3.7). Resurfacing this section of the 

Dagnam Park is something that could be con-

sidered in future. This should ideally be with a 

bound surface such as asphalt with vegetable 

binders or a resin bonded surface dressing 

(Intervention 8). 

A second issue is two barriers (see Figure 3.7) 

that present a frustrating obstacle to cyclists 

who are required to dismount and squeeze 

through a tight gap. The removal or replacement 

of these barriers with something more cycle 

friendly is recommended. Other examples of 

barriers that would be more suitable are chi-

canes that are wide enough to allow wheelchair 

users as well as cyclists (Intervention 7 & 10).  

To enhance the urban realm along this section 

of route in Dagnam Park, the installation of fea-

tures such as seating should be considered (see 

Figure 3.8). This could be in the form of wooden 

benches, large boulders for sitting and climbing 

on or a form of artwork (Intervention 9; see Fig-

ure 3.8 for examples). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6:  View south east from Noak Hill into 
Dagnam Park. 

Figure 3.7:  Two examples of the barriers imping-
ing cyclists in Dagnam Park 

Figure 3.8:  Different ideas for seating features 
(left—Burgess Park play area, right—’Reflective 
Space  picture frame bench on the Phoenix Trail in 
the Chilterns 
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3.3 Map 3 

 

Whitchurch Road and Dagnam Park Drive 
crossings  

The current central island system, which stag-

gers the crossing of Whitchurch Road and 

Dagnam Park Drive between Hatters Wood to 

Central Park, works adequately for cyclists. It is 

worth noting though that these fairly quiet resi-

dential roads with relatively high footfall from 

pedestrians and cyclists crossings make it an 

ideal location to pilot the use of cycle priority 

crossings (Intervention 11). This could also be 

considered for Petersfield Avenue, although this 

road tends to be busier (Intervention 12), and 

St Neot’s Road (Intervention 14).  

 

Paines Brook Way 

This is a pleasant section of route with a tarmac 

surface, however the existing path at around 

1.5m is too narrow to comfortably accommo-

date cyclists and pedestrians (see Figure 3.9). 

The widening of this section of path to 3m is 

recommended (Intervention 13). 

There is good link to Amersham Road, however 

at the moment unnecessary “End of Route” and 

“Cyclists Dismount” signs prevent cyclists from 

using the link (see Figure 3.10). These signs 

should be removed and the paved surface be-

yond the bridge resurfaced with tarmac to im-

prove the link for all users.  

 

A12 dogleg 

The existing alignment forces path users to per-

form a tight zigzag movement to get onto the 

shared-use footway adjacent to the A12. This 

also feels dangerous as the last tight 180° turn 

requires cyclists to go very close to the fast 

moving traffic on the A12 (see Figure 3.11)  

To improve this dogleg, it is recommended to 

raise the path from further back in Paine’s Brook 

to allow the path to steadily ramp up to the level 

of the A12, on a straight alignment following the 

desire-line. This would require some earthworks 

to build the ramp up and back (Intervention 15).  

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-01 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

The shared footway path alongside the A12 has  

sufficient 3m wide tarmac surface. However, 

there are some sections that are becoming 

overgrown. Therefore it is advisable to clear 

back the vegetation that is growing within 1m of 

the edge of the path, as well as regularly cutting 

it back (Intervention 16). 

 

Harold Court 

This is a nice traffic-free section of route. The 

barriers were replaced as part of Connect2, 

however looking to the future the next step 

would be to remove them altogether 

(Intervention 17).  

The southern end of this section also narrows 

significantly and could do with some vegetation 

clearance as a minimum (see Figure 3.12). Ideal-

ly this section needs resurfacing.  

Finally, when crossing from the Harold Court 

section into Paiges Wood, there is a cyclists dis-

mount sign that is unnecessary as the crossing 

is a toucan. This should be removed. 

Figure 3.9 : Paines Brook path, view south east 

Figure 3.10 : Amersham Road link from Paines 
Brook path, view west 

Figure 3.11: A12 dogleg—path comes from bot-
tom right  and doglegs around tight corner towards 
camera to join A12 shared-use path 

Figure 3.12  Harold Court Woods section, view south 
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3.4 Map 4 

 

Paiges Wood 

The northern section of Paiges Wood sends 

route users back on an unnecessary zigzag. The 

alignment should follow the desire line here by 

cutting off the corner that heads back to the 

road (Intervention 18).  

The path surfaces in Paiges Wood are generally 

gravel. Although not ideal for cyclists, it is the 

choice of the Forestery Commission who own 

the area and it is sufficient. However there are 

sections where the top compacted layer has 

washed off and as a result the gravel is very 

loose and extremely difficult to cycle over safely 

(see Figure 3.13). These sections should be re-

surfaced with a bound surface. If this is not an 

option then the top compacted layer needs to 

be reinstated and the gravel redistributed over 

the top with some thought as to how water can 

drain away without washing out the surface 

again Intervention 19 & 20).  

 

A127 

Several local path users have suggested that a 

connection to the Ingrebourne Way from the 

footways of the A127 would be beneficial. This 

would link two large residential areas that are 

severed by the A127 dual carriageway and the 

River Ingrebourne. Currently there is a wide tar-

mac footpath that runs either side of the A127 

but stops short of the Ingrebourne Way at both 

slip-roads.  

On the north side of the A127, the footpath 

stops ~50m short of the Hall Lane junction. This 

Hall Lane/A127 junction is very wide and has 

high traffic flows (see Figure 3.14). The In-

grebourne Way currently follows the eastern 

side of Hall Lane so a crossing point with 

dropped kerbs is required (Intervention 21—
north). To reduce traffic speed and enable a 

safer crossing, the junction radius needs be 

tightened up. Additionally, the wide tarmac foot-

path that stops short of the above junction by 

~50m that should be extended to join the junc-

tion and crossing. A change of permissions to 

allow cyclists to share the footway is also need-

ed (see photo below; Intervention 23).  

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-02 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

For those wishing to travel on the south side of 

the dual carriageway, the installation of a cross-

ing was considered enabling access to the 

northern shared footway. However the road is 

such a main arterial road that an at-grade cross-

ing would be difficult. This study will look into 

putting a walking and cycling path where the 

River Ingrebourne goes under the A127, which 

would provide a new crossing point.  

The alternative option is to allow pedestrians 

and cyclists to also use the footway on the 

south side of the A127. The existing footway 

here is slightly too narrow, therefore it should be 

widened to 2.5-3m. Again, the permissions 

should also be altered to allow cycling 

(Intervention 22).  

It is necessary to link the A127 path up with the 

Ingrebourne Way bridge. The easiest solution is 

to create a new stretch of shared-use path 

along the wide, flat space on the southern edge 

of the slip road to the east of Hall Lane. This 

would link nicely to the Connect2 path

(Intervention 21—south). 

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-03 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

Figure 3.13  Loose gravel in Paiges Wood , view north 

Figure 3.14  Hall Lane junction with A127 slip road. 
Top—the Ingrebourne Way alongside Hall Lane 
emerges from the left and extends along the top of 
the photo over the A127 bridge on the eastern 
shared-use footway. Hall Lane merging from the  left, 
view east. Below: A127 slip lane, view west. 
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3.5 Map 5 

 

The existing Ingrebourne Way alignment leaves 

the river at Paiges Wood and runs adjacent to 

Hall Lane until it joins the main carriageway for 

0.7 miles (opposite Masefield Drive near Inter-

vention 35). This on-road stretch of Hall Lane 

has high traffic volumes, perceived high speeds 

and is a bus route. During consultation, local 

people repeatedly said that they’d cycle more 

regularly if there was an off-road alternative to 

Hall Lane. There are several options for this that 

need to be considered. These are outlined be-

low in order of recommendation. 

 

Hall Lane Alternative Option 1: Riverside 
path 

The ideal option is to build a new path alongside 

the River Ingrebourne. This has long been an 

aspiration of Sustrans and the local people.  

Ideally, this riverside path would join up with the 

existing route in Paiges Wood. Environment 

Agency advice would need to be sought to de-

termine where exactly the path would join the 

tunnel under the A127. There is an existing foot-

bridge and Public Right of Way on the south 

side of Paiges Wood that could be upgraded to 

provide a crossing over the Ingrebourne Way if 

necessary. 

There is thought to be enough space in the 

A127 tunnel to suspend a path centrally above 

the level of the river (see Figure 3.15). Although 

detailed Environment Agency advice would 

need to be sought, it is thought that this should 

mitigate against flood risk (Intervention 24). 
This type of design has been done elsewhere, 

for example Figure 3.15 shows a ‘wire walk’ 

suspended above a river in Nantwich. 

 

On the south side of the A127 bridge the path 

would have to emerge on the western side of 

the river  to follow that side of the bank. This is 

because firstly there is a golf course with golf 

tees on the eastern side of the river. Secondly 

there is an existing public right of way on the 

west side that this path can join further south.  

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-10 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

An evenly-graded route set back from the 

riverbank would need to be constructed in ac-

cordance with Environment Agency guidelines. 

A bound surface would best cater for all path 

users including wheelchair users. Local consul-

tation could determine what sort of bound sur-

face would be most suitable for the area (see 

Figure 3.16).  

Landowner permissions are a potential risk to 

the delivery of this section of route. The land-

owners’ position at the moment is that they are 

open to discussions but they would like to rede-

velop the area for housing or to sell the land 

(Intervention 25; see Section 1.9). 

South of the River Drive footbridge (Figure 3.19), 

there is a Public Right of Way that would also 

need to be widened, resurfaced and converted 

into a shared-use path (Intervention 29). There 

are also several existing barriers that would 

have to be removed or replaced (Intervention 
28). 

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-09 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

 

Continued overleaf 

Figure 3.15  Above: an old photo of the tunnel under 
the A127, taken when the vegetation was thin and the 
river was high. Below: an example of a wire walk in 
Nantwich. 

Figure 3.16  The River Ingrebourne, taken from the 
western bank facing north east. 

Figure 3.17  The existing public right of way on the 
west bank of the Ingrebourne Way.. 
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The next obstacle would be taking the route un-

der the Berkeley Drive bridge. The banks either 

side under the bridge are wide enough to ac-

commodate a cycle path although land owner-

ship remains unclear (Intervention 31; see Fig-

ure 3.18).  

The path would then have to go under two rail-

way tunnels, in a similar manner to the A127 

tunnel (Intervention 32 and 33; see Figure 

3.18). There is thought to be sufficient space 

under the bridges and, as demonstrated above, 

it has been done elsewhere. The route would 

then cross Upminster Road and join the existing 

Ingrebourne Way at Bridge Avenue (see Section 

3.7), tying in with the borough's plans to im-

prove Upminster Road (more details below). 

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-08 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

This riverside route would provide an entirely 

traffic-free section making the route significantly 

more attractive to new users. There is also the 

potential for ecological enhancements and place

-making. 

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-07 in Appendix A 
for an overview concept design. 

 

Hall Lane Alternative Option 2: Short riverside 
path 

There are options to cut the riverside path short 

in the short-term if the challenges presented 

from landownership or from crossing the bridg-

es are insurmountable. Therefore the riverside 

route could start from 

crossing Hall Lane 

where new dropped 

kerbs and a traffic is-

land have been in-

stalled at the junction 

with River Drive. River 

Drive as a cul-de-sac 

would not require any 

interventions, and then 

the new path as de-

scribed above would 

extend down to the 

river.  

See drawing SUS/
HAV/IW-09 in Appen-
dix A for a concept design. 

A small footbridge currently exists at the end of 

River Drive (See Figure 3.19). This would require 

the installation of ramps on the bridge and wid-

ening and resurfacing of the muddy path to Riv-

er Drive  (Intervention 26 and 27). The creation 

of this east-west connecting link from Hall Lane 

and Cranham to Emerson Park School is recom-

mended.  

At the southern end, there is the potential to fol-

low the existing right of way to Benet's Drive 

rather than cross under the railway bridges. 

Benet's Drive receives little through traffic so 

signing and cycle symbols in the road would be 

sufficient to raise driver awareness. The route 

would then join Wingletye Lane briefly where the 

footway on the western side could be converted 

to shared use to avoid cyclists having to merge 

with traffic over the narrow bridge. However this 

is not ideal as the footway bridge is very narrow. 

South of the bridge, a toucan crossing or traffic 

island would need to be installed to allow cy-

clists to make the safe movement across the 

road and into Minster Way, a quiet back road 

that would require minimal treatment similar to 

Benet’s Drive. The route would then join Upmin-

ster Road for around 500m before turning into 

Bridge Avenue and re-joining the existing route. 

Improving Upminster Road is already a priority 

of the borough. There is currently a narrow on-

road cycle path along half of this stretch that 

should be extended and widened to 1.5m

(Intervention 34). 

 

Hall Lane Alternative Option 3: Improve Hall 
Lane 

An alternative option is to look at improving Hall 

Lane itself. Due to the strategic importance of 

the road and the relatively high traffic-flows and 

speeds, the only option to improve this section 

would be to create segregated cycle paths from 

the traffic. These should be 1.5m either side. For 

the most part Hall Lane is fairly wide with un-

used space in the centre of the road that could 

be taken (Intervention 39; see Figure 3.20).  

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-05 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

Figure 3.18: Left—taken from on Berkeley Bridge 
view north showing the wide banks either side. 
Right—the tunnel under the southern railway line, 
taken from near Upminster Road, view north 

Figure 3.19: The foot-
bridge at the end of River 
Drive, view west 

Figure 3.20: Un-used carriageway space on Hall 
Lane, view south 
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However there are two challenging sections; the 

first is a 300m section from where cyclists are 

currently asked to join the carriageway at Mase-

field Drive to the Ingrebourne Drive junction (see 

Figure 3.21).  There is insufficient space on the 

existing carriageway to provide cycle lanes of 

sufficient width. The most realistic option is to 

slow vehicle speeds and make cyclists more 

visible.  

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-04 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

The second challenge is the constrained width 

of the railway bridge on the approach to Upmin-

ster. There is no space to provide segregated 

cycle lanes (see Figure 3.22). The cycle path 

would be required to merge with traffic and this 

would have to be made clear to road users 

through the use of signage and cycle symbol 

markings. It would also be advisable to make 

this stretch of road 20mph.  

Beyond the bridge, the taxi rank outside the sta-

tion would have to be moved to Station Ap-

proach around the corner. Side road treatment 

in the form of tightening the corner radius and 

putting in a raised table would also be advisable 

on Station Approach to slow  traffic movements 

in and out. The segregated cycle path on the 

southbound side could be extended north to 

start outside the station. To cater for north-

bound route users, space could be taken from 

the footway to put in a segregated cycle facility 

from where Branfill Road joins Hall Lane 

(Intervention 40). 

See drawing SUS/HAV/IW-06 in Appendix A 
for a concept design. 

 

Hall Lane Alternative Option 4: Cranham 
backroads 

Although the above options are preferable, if 

they are not possible in the short-term then an 

interim route to avoid Hall Lane should still be 

considered. This could be done along the south 

side of the Upminster Hall playing fields to then 

go south down Holden Way and Claremont Gar-

dens. Although this is even more of a diversion 

from the desire line of the river, it solves the Hall 

Road issue and creates a good link to the 

schools in east Upminster. 

The route could skirt around the outside of the 

playing fields which would require a new shared

-use bound surface 3m wide path for the west-

ern section of route (Intervention 35). Landown-

er permission is a risk here as landowners have 

opposed cycling here in the past. The path 

would then join the quiet tarmac road from the 

Agricultural Museum to the pavilion, and from 

there an existing tarmac link into Holden Way 

would only need to be widened to 2.5-3m 

(Intervention 36).  

Holden Way and Claremont Gardens are lightly 

trafficked so cycle symbols and signing would 

be sufficient to raise awareness. Ideally, the pri-

orities at the junction with Ingrebourne Gardens 

would also be altered so as to give priority to 

this north-south movement (Intervention 37).  

To cross under the railway, there is an existing 

railway cut through between Deyncourt Gardens 

and Howard Road that is well used (see Figure 

3.22). The path could be cleared of leaves wid-

ened up to the fence. The chicane railings at ei-

ther end of this cut-through would have to be 

removed or re-

placed with one bol-

lard, and the status 

of the path changed 

to allow cyclists to 

share it with pedes-

trians (Intervention 
38). This would be  

worthwhile as it is 

well used by school 

children travelling to 

and from Coopers ‘ 

Company and Co-

burn secondary 

school and James 

Oglethorpe primary 

school, both of 

which are involved 

in the Sustrans Bike 

It programme.  

 

 

Figure 3.21: The constrained northern section of Hall 
Lane, views south. Left: there is some green verge 
space that could be used but would be difficult 

Figure 3.22: Hall Lane railway bridge (where the yel-
low car is positioned), view south 

Figure 3.23 Existing path 
under the railway between 
Deyncourt Gardens and 
Howard Road 
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3.6 Map 6  

 

Connection to Thames Chase Broadfields 
Farm Visitor Centre 

In consultation, this came out as a very popular 

connection to the Ingrebourne Way. Several op-

tions were considered but it was thought that 

connecting Thames Chase to Upminster would 

follow the desire line of path users coming from 

the north and from the south and would also 

provide a useful connection to the station and 

past two schools.  

The proposed route would leave the In-

grebourne Way at the toucan crossing junction 

with Hall Lane and Howard Road. Howard Road 

experiences rat-running problems and the bor-

ough are already considering ways to solve this. 

Sustrans supports a point closure of Howard 

Road at the Hall Lane junction.  

The pedestrian link from Cranham under the rail-

way lines (as described in Section 3.5, option 4) 

meets Howard Lane and the cut-through contin-

ues to a zebra crossing on St Mary’s Lane. The 

large barriers need to be removed from the cut-

through to allow cyclists on it (see Figure 3.24). 

Alternatively they could be replaced with some-

thing more cycle friendly, for example bollards. 

Cyclists could then use the zebra crossing 

(which could be converted to a tiger crossing 

under TSRGD revisions) or converted to a tou-

can crossing in order to reach the southern of 

the road where the route alignment continues 

(Intervention 41). 

On the southern side of St Mary’s Road there is 

already a good quality tarmac path, so little 

would need to be done here except widening it, 

ideally to 3m, and allowing cyclists to share the 

space. Space could be taken from part of the 

adjacent grassy verge (Intervention 42; Figure 

3.25). 

This would also be beneficial to the local Sus-

trans Bike It schools Cooper’s Company & Co-

burn School and The James Oglethorpe Primary 

School, on St Mary’s Road.  

A challenge on this route is crossing under the 

railway bridge at the junction with Front Lane 

which can be busy (see Figure 3.26). The exist-

ing footway narrows significantly to around 0.5m 

on the southern footway. However there is 

space on the northern side therefore it is pro-

posed that the road is shifted north in order to 

widen the southern footway to 2.5m at the pinch 

point (Intervention 43). 

An alternative option of going via Cranham Farm 

and the church was also explored but consid-

ered unfeasible due to the Public Right of Way 

traversing a graveyard, followed by a steep 

slope and a very narrow passage. 

Beyond the railway bridge, the southern footway 

is around 2m wide and could benefit from wid-

ening. The lampposts should also be shifted 

back off the path. This could be converted to 

shared use up to Westberry Terrace. The cycle 

path could then enter Westberry Terrace by a 

raised table, and then continue down Ashvale 

Drive and Gardens.  

To reach Pike Lane, the path would have to go 

across a field of shrubland owned by a private 

housing development. The landowner has been 

made aware of the scheme but has not com-

mented (Intervention 44). It was considered nt 

feasible to continue the route along St Mary’s 

Road as the southern footway becomes very 

narrow at the Pike Lane junction where a row of 

houses and small front gardens leave a narrow 

0.5m footway.  

Pike Lane itself is a narrow country road that 

has the national speed limit and was perceived 

as dangerous to inexperienced cyclists at con-

sultation. The borough are already looking into 

improving the road for cycling and Sustrans  

supports a point closure here. The removal of 

through traffic would calm the road and make it 

suitable for cycling to the entrance to Thames 

Chase Broadfields Farm.  
Figure 3.24: Barriers between the Cranham railway 
path and Howard Road, view south 

Figure 3.25: Shared-use path on St Mary’s Road, 
view east 

Figure 3.26: Railway bridge over St Mary’s Road 
junction, view east. Shared-use path on right side 
narrows considerably. 
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3.7 Map 7 

 

Hornchurch Stadium 

The existing route goes along Bridge Avenue 

and South View Drive. Bridge Avenue has been 

highlighted by local residents as having issues 

including speeding, rat-running and parked 

cars. At the stakeholder meeting, the re-

alignment of the route (as was originally pro-

posed) to go through Hornchurch Stadium was 

considered to be of a high priority.  

The main issue with re-aligning the route is that 

the Stadium manages the Bridge Avenue gates 

and could close them at any time. There is also 

no formal Public Right of Way between Gaynes 

Parkway and the Stadium. This should be 

sought and the Stadium formally consulted on 

allowing cyclists through. 

In the meantime, the best interim solution is to 

sign a diversion through the stadium. This 

should be relatively easy, requiring two new 

signs to be mounted on the lamppost opposite 

the Brookdale Close/Bridge Avenue entrance 

(see Figure 3.27). One would read ‘alternative 

scenic route’ (see Figure 3.27) and point straight 

on into the stadium, with the other being two-

sided and showing northbound users to go up 

Brookdale Close. Inside the gates, two custom-

ised ranger stickers on existing bollards would 

direct people on and off the Gaynes Parkway 

path (Intevention 46). 

These should be re-

placed by formal signs 

when the Public Right 

of Way is in place. 

 

Hacton Parkway 

There are several 

stretches of route 

along Hacton Parkway 

that are ~1.5m in width 

and could benefit from 

a widening to 2.5—3m. 

This would reduce any 

pedestrian-cycle conflict along this stretch.  

 

Hornchurch Country Park 

Hornchurch Country Park provides a good qual-

ity section of route with wide tarmac paths. A 

lack of shared-use signing has been identified 

by path users as an area of improvement. Fur-

thermore, where paths split (for example in Fig-

ure 3.29) wayfinding is often unclear. However 

the borough are working on this and signs 

should be in place in mid-2014.  

There is currently an issue with flooding during 

winter at the corner shown below, where the 

river comes very close to the path. There is the 

potential to re-align the path further north west, 

away from the river, using the land from the old 

St George’s Hospital site. This is something that 

the borough are already considering under a 

separate project and that Sustrans would 

broadly support. In the meantime, a field drain 

should be considered to improve drainage 

(Intervention 48). 

 

Rainham 

The removal of unnecessary 

‘Cyclists dismount’ and ’End of 

route’ should be implemented  

a s  s o o n  a s  p o s s i b l e 

(Intervention 49; see Figure 

3.31). 

Signage can be confusing near 

the link to the concrete barges 

on the Thames. The cyclists 

dismount sign should be re-

moved and the other 3 signs 

combined.  
 
 
Figure 3.27:  Bridge Avenue/Brookdale Close junc-
tion, view west, showing the lamppost that could be 
used for a new diversion sign. Inset right—an exam-
ple of an alternative route sign. 

Figure 3.28: Narrow 
shared-use path at Hac-
ton Parkway, view south 
west 

Figure 3.29: Lack of wayfinding and shared-use 
signing at Hornchurch Country Park, Squadrons 
Approach playground, view south. 

Figure 3.30  Area where flooding is a recurring 
problem during winter, view south east. Note the 
river behind at the far right of the picture. 

Figure 3.31: Signing in Rainham. Above—example 
of an unnecessary ‘End of route’ sign at the A1306 
junction. Below—signing clutter near the concrete 
barges. 
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4.0 Costs 
 

Below is a table of costs that relate to the inter-

ventions that were highlighted as priorities and 

that had concept designs drawn.  

These cost estimates are based on indicative 

costs based on similar Sustrans projects in Lon-

don. 

Note: costs include a 10% contingency and traf-

fic management costs (based on Sustrans previ-

ous experiences and size of intervention) but do 

not include VAT as it is expected that these 

would constitute Public Works. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing Number Location Cost (£) Intervention 
Number 

SUS/HAV/IW-01 A12 dogleg (junction with Pains Brook, Harold Wood) 9,000 15 

SUS/HAV/IW-02 A127 northern slip road junction with Hall Lane 11,000 21 (north) 

SUS/HAV/IW-03 A127 southern slip road junction with Hall Lane 7,000 21 (south) 

SUS/HAV/IW-04 Hall Lane/Masefield Drive section where the Ingrebourne Way joins the carriageway 42,000 39 (north) 

SUS/HAV/IW-05 Hall Lane main section, north of Upminster 21,000 39 (south) 

SUS/HAV/IW-06 Station Road/Hall Lane, Upminster 35,000 40 
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5.0 Next Steps 

 

Currently there is considerable political and local 

support for projects encouraging walking and 

cycling, as demonstrated by the positive re-

sponse to this study from local people. This 

support should not be suppressed but har-

nessed now to positively promote and develop 

the Ingrebourne Way and other Havering walk-

ing and cycling routes. 

The recommendations are designed to demon-

strate how local people’s aspirations for the In-

grebourne Way can feasibly be developed.  

In terms of soft measures, the next step is a 

cost-benefit analysis of which measures would 

be most suitable for the borough at this time.  

Raising awareness by distributing maps, devel-

oping local walking and cycling groups, provid-

ing long-term cycle hire and looking into im-

proved signing and interpretation boards for the 

route are all fairly simple recommendations that 

should be easy to implement. 

In terms of hard measures, the recommenda-

tions are intended to support proposals to use 

local funding on upgrading this key walking and 

cycling route and the connections to it. It is also 

intended to enhance and support relevant bids 

at the local scale. Detailed design is the next 

step once funding has been secured. 

The Ingrebourne Way is an enjoyable walking 

and cycling route that has huge potential to at-

tract more new users and promote active travel. 

The recommendations made as part of this 

Connect2 legacy will help the route to reach its 

full potential.  
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Appendix A: 
Concept Designs 
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Executive Summary: Local Priorities for Improving the 
Ingrebourne Way 

 

In partnership with the London Borough (LB) of Havering, local residents have benefited from 
a new 14 mile walking and cycling route from Dagnam Park to the River Thames, under the 
Sustrans Connect2 programme. As part of scheme legacy, Sustrans delivered two 
consultation events during June 2013, one with the public and one with local stakeholders. 
Both were asked to consider the following: 

• To celebrate the delivery of Connect2 and to discuss its benefits and impact 

• To gather a case for building upon the investment delivered through Connect2 and 

harnessing the momentum that has built locally with key partners and the local community. 

• To focus helping local communities get further involved in identifying opportunities to 

celebrate the schemes and to increase their involvement in planning for the future. 

• To prioritise aspirations for future delivery of infrastructure/routes and Smarter Travel choices 

 

The consultations concluded that local people would like to support the development of the 
following key areas of work which will build on the work that has been delivered through the 
Connect2 project: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Route development:  

Improving the alignment through Upminster was a key priority. Particularly, the ‘weak link’ that 

is the on-road Hall Lane section should be looked at, as well as signing a diversion via the 

Hornchurch Stadium site.  

Further connections that should be considered are to Broadfields Farm, to Weald Country 

Park/South Weald (under the M25), to South Ockendon, around Upminster and onto the A127 

cycle path. 

 

 
Smarter travel programmes:  

Group activities to encourage children and adults to cycle safely and develop their confidence 

were frequently suggested, along with training. A popular suggestion was also to raise 

awareness of the route amongst local residents. 
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Havering residents campaigning for the Connect2 
project in 2007 
 

1 Background to Connect2 

In December 2007, Sustrans won the public vote for the Big Lottery Fund's Living Landmarks: The 

Peoples' Millions competition. £50 million was secured in a public vote, beating competition from 

three other exciting proposals; the Eden Project, Sherwood Forest and the Black Country as an 

Urban Park.  

Sustrans launched a 5 year UK wide programme to extend the National Cycle Network into 84 

communities, creating high quality local walking and cycling routes. The primary aim was to 

reconnect those communities across barriers – such as busy roads, rivers or railway lines - that 

sever them from the people and places they want and need to go on foot or by bike. It aimed to 

produce inspiring physical solutions to create an attractive and welcoming local environment for 

walking and cycling and to give a new sense of place. 

Community Involvement was the key to winning the competition. In the subsequent analysis of the 

vote it was revealed that Connect2 was the one project which had the widest support from local 

communities and it was this factor that enabled Connect2 to win an astonishing 42% of the public 

vote. 

From the beginning, Connect2 schemes have been community based and Sustrans’ role has been to 

ensure that the community’s views and expertise were included alongside those of the local 

professionals, politicians and other stakeholders.  In each location a Steering Group was 

established, including representatives from the local community, to achieve this input from the 

people that would ultimately benefit from and make use of the final scheme.   

 

1.1 Connect2 in Havering, London  

Sustrans developed a new walking and cycling route called the Ingrebourne Way that runs from the 

M25 in the North of Havering (North of Harold Hill) to the Thames at Rainham. The route connects 

several urban and residential areas using a tranquil riverside greenway. At 14 miles long, it is the 

longest Connect2 project in the UK.  

There were several ‘centrepieces’ to the 

project including the new cycle-friendly 

Gaynes Parkway Bridge over the River 

Ingrebourne next to Branfil Primary 

School, for which there was a 

celebratory opening event. The project 

also built a new shared-use footway on 

a bridge over the A127 (this previously 

had no footpath or cycle path), and 

connected and improved the existing 

sections of the riverside route. 

 

The route is well used. It offers a more 

convenient and safer way for residents 

to travel around their local area, enabling 

people to make more local journeys by 

foot or by bike. Due to its length, it also 

provides the opportunity for a longer day 

out for walkers and cyclists, and the chance to enjoy the tranquillity of the local parks and riverbank. 
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Sustrans was allocated a grant of £880,000 from the Big Lottery Funding to help deliver this scheme. 

Further funding from London Borough of Havering, Veolia HRT and Transport for London, brought 

total funds up to £ 4,505,902. The final section, the Gaynes Parkway Bridge, opened to the public in 

May 2013. 

A Steering Group was set up to guide scheme development. This included representatives from LB 

Havering (Regeneration, Street Care and Parks), Forestry Commission, Environment Agency, 

Thames Chase, Ramblers Association, Cycle Liaison group, Havering Wildlife Partnership and 

community engagement officers. The group, with additions, recently met to discuss future 

aspirations for the route. 
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2 Connect2: The legacy  

 

As part of Sustrans legacy work, we have chosen to focus on one scheme in each region to capture, 

assess and present local stakeholders' aspirations for further local investment in infrastructure and 

programmes to encourage people to travel smarter. The Ingrebourne Way was chosen because, not 

only is it the longest route in the area and in the UK, it also has a good Steering Group and has lots 

of opportunity for further development. 

This report provides the preliminary findings of community consultation events. This will form the 

basis for further work including:  

 A technical feasibility survey illustrating potential extensions and enhancements to the 

infrastructure with associated costings 

 A business case for programmes to encourage people to travel in a more sustainable way 

and to increase usage of the newly delivered infrastructure 

 

2.1 Process 

Two events were organised with local people and key stakeholders. The aim was to: 

 Celebrate the delivery of Connect2 and to discuss its benefits and impact 

 Establish a case for building upon the investment delivered through Connect2 and harnessing 

the momentum that has built locally 

 Focus helping local communities to get further involved in identifying opportunities to 

celebrate the schemes and to increase their involvement in planning for the future. 

 Prioritise aspirations for future delivery of infrastructure/routes and Smarter Travel choices 

 

2.2 Public roaming survey 

 

On Saturday 15th June 2013 Sustrans 

held a public consultation event in the 

form of a ‘roaming survey’ along the 

Ingrebourne Way. Two Sustrans staff 

and two street performers cycled along 

the route. Roughly 60 local users 

contributed on the day by writing their 

ideas on a whiteboard and having their 

photo taken. 

 

 

 

 

 

Local walker giving his feedback near Paines Brook Way in Harold Hill 
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Three main themes were discussed: 

1 What has been good about Ingrebourne Way? 

2 How can we improve walking and cycling in Havering? 

3 How can we get more people to walk and cycle in Havering? 

Examples of more suggestions from our roaming survey are in Appendix A. 

 

2.3 Local stakeholder consultation meeting 

On Friday 21st June 2013, a stakeholder consultation event was held to discuss and prioritise the 

ideas and feedback that were 

gathered from the public roaming 

survey. 15 local stakeholders 

attended the event. Local school 

children and a local councillor also 

spoke at the event about their use of 

the Ingrebourne Way and their 

aspirations for the future.  

The organisations represented were: 

 LB Havering 

 Local Councillor for 

Brooklands Ward 

 Friends of Ingrebourne Valley 

 The Ramblers 

 Friends of Upminster Park 

 Cycle Liaison Group 

 The Forestry Commission 

 Thames Chase 

 Branfil Primary School 

 Local Sustrans volunteers 

The event outlined several aspirations for: 

 Route development 

 Programmes to encourage people to travel in a smarter way 

The event agenda is in Appendix B.  

The group discussed several proposals and then voted on their priorities. These suggestions and 

priorities are detailed in Sections 4 and 5 of this report. 

2.3.1 Upminster Ward Meeting 

In addition, Sustrans were invited to a ward meeting in Upminster to give a presentation to local 

residents about the new route and how it was developed, and to gather feedback and suggestions 

for improvements. The suggestions received reinforced those made by the stakeholder group and 

identified similar priorities for future redevelopment.   

 

Local stakeholders discussing the route at the 
stakeholder meeting. 
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3 Connect2: Impacts and Benefits 

 Local residents and school children enjoying the new Gaynes Parkway bridge at Upminster 
(left) and the new path in Dagnam Park (right). 

 

3.1 Monitoring 

Sustrans ‘Research and Monitoring Unit’ has established a monitoring programme which has given 

us some preliminary results from Hacton Bridge. Further monitoring of estimated usage for the entire 

route will be available at the end of July 2013. The following preliminary data has been collected 

from this site: 

 Almost 19,000 more estimated trips were made on the route in 2013 compared to 2009, 

which is a 16% increase 

 Roughly 1 in 4 people use the route to get to school 

 Over 92% of people use the route because it’s the most convenient option 

 

3.2 Feedback from the public 

Feedback on the Ingrebourne Way Connect2 route was generally very positive. Local route users 

said: 

 “Nice park to visit and walk around. Kids love the picture bench.” - Comment from a mother 
in Central Park, Harold Hill 

 

 “Cycle route 136 [the Ingrebourne Way] is well signposted” – Comment from two walkers near 
Brook Way,  Harold Hill 

 

 “ Everything is well maintained and great” – Comment from two dog walkers in Pages Wood 

 

3.3 Feedback from local stakeholders 

Local stakeholders generally agreed on the following comments that were made at the meeting: 

 Opening Hatters Wood and Dagnam Park has been very positive  
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 New shared-used footway bridge over A127 has been “the most positive aspect” – a man in 

a mobility scooter said to a local volunteer that the bridge has “opened up a new avenue” of 

connections for him to areas that were previously inaccessible 

 Upminster Park – locals like the new entrances into the park, with hedges layered to 

improved visibility.  

 Lots more cyclists have been seen on Bridge Avenue 

 Hornchurch Country Park – good friendly atmosphere with lots of path users and families 

 Led rides have started using all or part of the route, including local Sky Rides and British 

Heart Foundation ride to Southend 

 

All agreed the Connect2 project had been very useful and was a real benefit to the community, 

particularly for connecting lots of areas via greenways, and for children getting to school. The Big 

Lottery Fund grant of £880,000 was vital to the success of the scheme. 
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4 Ideas for Possible Future Aspirations  

4.1 Proposals: Route Development  

The suggestions below were discussed, and received at least one vote during the prioritisation 

process of the stakeholder meeting.  

1 Improve Hall Lane alignment by creating an off-road cycle route 

2 Align route through Hornchurch stadium in Upminster (instead of Bridge Avenue) 

3 Create more connections 

 through Upminster 

 Improve route alignment to go through New Windmill Hall car park in Upminster 

 New connection to Broadfields Farm from Upminster 

 New connection from Rainham to South Ockendon 

 New connection to South Weald and Weald country park 

 New connections with the A127 route 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local stakeholders discussing the route at the stakeholder meeting 

The collated feedback and discussion for each option is below.   

Option 1: Improve Hall Lane alignment in Upminster 

 The section of the route that joins Hall Lane, a busy road, was identified as a weak link. 

 Less confident cyclists will either avoid this section or will use the pavement. 

 The original route did try to go through Upminster Court, along the river, which would be the 

ideal option. 

 Issues of private land ownership identified early on meant that the option of a route along the 

river was not explored in detail.  

 Some feasibility was done as part of Connect2 development to explore the option of using 

service roads and green space to create a  safe and direct alternative to Hall Lane. 

Option 2: Align route through Hornchurch stadium in Upminster (instead of Bridge Avenue) 

 This was the original plan but it was altered due to uncertainties about the closure of the 

gates. 

 Locals say the gates never close. LB Havering confirm that gates are shut from dusk to dawn. 

 There are uncertainties as to whether it is a public right of way or not. 
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 One possibility is to sign a diversion route through the gates for when they are open. 

Option 3: Create new connections: 

 From Noak Hill to South Weald and Weald Country Park under the M25 – this route currently 

forces pedestrians and cyclists to use a narrow country road with no footway. The initial 

aspiration for the Connect2 routes was to connect to the country park, which, at the time, 

was the proposed mountain bike venue for London 2012. 

 Through Upminster – at the stakeholder meeting it was suggested that the route pass 

through the New Windmill Hall car park, especially if proposed building works at the park 

entrance go ahead. Since then, Friends of Upminster Park have met and concluded that they 

are against the route going along the perimeter of Upminster Park and through the car park. 

They hope that the proposed building works will be refused. Furthermore, several members 

of the public suggested improving cycle routes through other parts of Upminster, but weren’t 

specific as to where was most in need. 

 From Upminster to Broadfields Farm/Thames Chase Forest to the east – this was already 

considered as an aspirational route in the scheme Memorandum of Understanding. At the 

stakeholder meeting, the issue of private land was raised. 

 From Rainham to South Ockendon; also a link to Stubbers Adventure Centre.  

 Link up with the cycle path alongside the A127 – provide a dropped kerb on the north side of 

the A127 bridge, so users of the A127 cycle path travelling eastbound can connect to the 

shared footway over the bridge on the Ingrebourne Way and continue their journey 

southbound to Upminster or northbound to Harold Hill. 

Other suggestions: 

 Improve gravel surfaces at Pages Wood, which are very loose in parts and can be difficult to 

cycle on. 

 Improve maintenance of the hedgerows, especially on Hall Lane and Upminster Park. 

 Improve signing in Ingrebourne Valley and Hornchurch Country Park to make it clear the path 

is shared-use and to emphasise mutual respect between cyclists and pedestrians. 

 Consider the installation of a safety guard-rail where the Ingrebourne Way joins the A12 from 

Paines Brook.  

 

Further suggestions since the legacy events took place: 

 The local Sustrans volunteer group suggested widening the 1-2km stretch of the Ingrebourne 

Way between Hacton Lane and Squadron’s Approach and increasing signage to encourage 

cyclists to slow down. This is due to the narrow width creating some conflict issues between 

path users 

 Check claims that the path around the new bridge is beginning to sink 

 Improve signing issues 

 

4.2 Proposals: Programmes to encourage people choosing to travel 
smarter  

Three proposals for programmes to encourage people choosing to travel sustainably in the area 

were prioritised: 

1 More information to local residents 

2 Walking & cycling groups 

3 Taster rides and training 

The collated feedback and discussion for each option is below. 

Option 1: More information to local residents  
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 It was suggested at both events that more information should go out to those living along the 

length of the route.  

 Several locals commented that they didn’t know where, or how far, the route goes, so for 

example a leaflet and/or map would likely be most useful. 

 This would raise awareness of the route amongst local residents and should encourage them 

to use the new route and to choose smarter travel options. 

Option 2: Walking and cycling groups 

 Feedback from both children and adults suggested that cycling groups arranged for different 

age groups would encourage them to cycle more often. These could be linked in with local 

community centres such as Harold Hill My Place and Upminster Library.  

 A ‘buddy’ system was suggested to match local confident cyclists with new cyclists, to boost 

their confidence. 

 Local people mentioned that a  social ‘network’ of walkers would encourage them to use the 

route more. 

Option 3: Taster rides and training 

 Organised training sessions could be held regularly and promoted in the area to give new 

cyclists more confidence to use their bikes more. 

 ‘Taster rides’ would be another way to show local residents the route and encourage more 

people out on their bike. These could potentially tie in with Sky Rides and the Cycle Touring 

Club rides. 

Other suggestions: 

 Use social media and video competitions to engage with younger generations. 

 Work with colleges as well as schools to develop their own ‘Bike-It’ style scheme. In colleges 

in particular, this could be aimed at being more of a student led initiative. 

 Hold ‘How to fix your bike’ or Dr Bike workshops along the route. 

 Add map stands at strategic parts of the route. Note that a map of the route will be produced 

as part of the Connect2 programme. 

 Try before you buy scheme for new cyclists. 

 

Further suggestions since the legacy events took place: 

 A local resident gave the following suggestions: 

 Spread the cycling message through local facilities such as local magazines (for example a 

feature on a day out along route 136 in Havering Living magazine). This could be coordinated 

with the RSPB centre. 

  Provide all schools along the route with a leaflet promoting the safe, traffic-free greenway. 

 Link up with local NHS schemes to promote fitness. 

 Create a map showing photos of points of interest and potentially also illustrating difficult 

junction crossings.  

 Video the entire route using a helmet camera and upload to the internet. 
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5 Preferences and Recommendations   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggestions from both the community and stakeholder events mapped out before voting on 
priorities.  

5.1 Summary of Preferences 

Route development:  

1 Improve the alignment through Upminster, particularly the ‘weak link’ on Hall Lane. 

2 Signing a diversion through the Stadium.  

3 Explore further connections to Broadfields Farm, Weald Park/South Weald (under the M25), 

to South Ockendon, around Upminster and to the A127 footway. 

 

Smarter travel programmes:  
 

Group activities to encourage children and adults to cycle safely and develop their confidence were 

frequently suggested, along with training. A popular suggestion was also to raise awareness of the 

route amongst local residents. 

 

5.2 Recommendations 

The Mayor’s Cycle Vision has significantly raised the aspirations for cycling across London. LB 

Havering has enthusiastically engaged with this agenda, hosting site visits for the Cycle 

Commissioner and planning projects that can benefit from funding associated to the Vision. In this 

climate, Sustrans proposes scoping the routes identified in the above section and recommends 

solutions that can provide genuine priority for cyclists. 
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5.3 Next Steps 

 Share this report with stakeholders 

 Agree priorities with LB Havering 

 Develop a programme to deliver community aspirations 

 Assemble and deliver a feasibility study 
 Build routes and raise awareness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sustrans Area Manager contact:  
Bryn Lockwood 

Sustrans North London Area Manager 

70 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6EJ 

020 7780 7204 

Bryn.lockwood@sustrans.org.uk 

 

Report compiled by:  
Catherine Osborn 
Sustrans  

70 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6EJ 

020 7017 2350 

Catherine.osborn@sustrans.org.uk  

www.sustrans.org.uk
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APPENDIX A: Photos from the Community Event 

 

Photo from Harold Hill My Place community centre 

 

Photo from Harold Hill Central Park playground 
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Photo from Upminster Library 

 

Photo from Upminster Library 
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Photo from Upminster Library 
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APPENDIX B: Meeting Agenda 

CONNECT2: THE LEGACY - WHAT NEXT? 

A special meeting of local organisations, groups and individuals with an interest in cycling and 

walking on Friday 21st June 2013  

At Branfil Primary School, Upminster, London 4.00 - 6.30 pm   

Item Pre meeting  Session: 16:00 – 16:30 Lead Timing 

1. 

16:00 

 Arrival and refreshments.  

 View ideas on possibilities for future route 

development and other smarter travel choices 

 30 mins 

max. 

 Context and Feedback 16:30   

2.  

16:30 

 Welcome and introductions. 

 Background to meeting. 

 

Chair- Matt 

Winfield 

5 mins 

 

3. 

16:35 

Celebrating Connect2 

 Other Connect2 schemes across London and the 

UK 

 Impacts of the scheme – community  feedback  

 

 Discussion on local scheme - feedback 

 

 Local school children’s presentation 

 

MW & 

Catherine O 

 

All 

 

School 

 

 

10 mins 

 

 

5 mins 

 

5 mins 

4. 

16:55 

Some ideas on possible future aspirations 

 Ideas and aspirations taken from community event 

and photos 

 

 Connect 2 aspirations 

 

 Cllr Benham’s ideas and aspirations 

 

MW & CO 

 

 

MW 

 

Cllr Benham 

 

10 mins 

 

 

5 mins 

 

5 mins 

 Group discussion 17.15   

5.  

17.15 

In groups. discuss and prioritise aspirations on  

 What next for infrastructure and routes? 

 Smarter travel choices initiatives 

 

All, 

facilitated by 

Annette J & 

 

10mins 
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 Combine the groups’ ideas on master map 

Rita S 10mins 

 

10mins 

 Preferences 17:45   

6. 

17:45  

Group members to record preferred aspirations 

 What next for infrastructure and routes? 

 Smarter travel choices initiatives 

 

      Action this by sticking dots on master map 

 

All, 

facilitated by 

AJ & RS 

 

5 mins 

5 mins 

7. 

17:55 

Discussion on expressed preferences 

 Infrastructure & smarter travel choices 

 Prioritise choices for objective Delivery Plan 

 

 

MW 

 

 

20 mins 

 Summary 18:15   

8. 

18:15 

Summary  

 Include agreement on action to be taken 

 

MW 

 

5 mins 

9. 

18:20 

 

Meeting ends 

 

 

 

 

 

 



40 
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Conditions of Use 

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of Sustrans by Richard Graves 
Associates Ltd.  The purpose of the report is explicitly stated in the text.  It is not to be used 
for any other purposes unless agreed with Richard Graves Associates.  The copyright for the 
report rests with Richard Graves Associates unless otherwise agreed. 

According to the purpose of the report, survey information supplied reflects the findings of 
the surveyor at the time of the visit.  Species and habitats are subject to change over time, 
some species may not be apparent at certain times (for example subject to seasonal variation) 
and some species may colonise a site after a survey has been completed.  These matters 
should be considered when using this report.  Richard Graves Associates takes no 
responsibility for ecological features present after the date of the most recent survey.  
Ecological information over two years old should be updated before use in a decision 
making process.  Ecological information more than five years old should be considered of 
historic interest only and not be relied on for decision making.    

All Richard Graves Associates staff are members of, at the appropriate level, the Chartered 
Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) and subscribe to its code of 
professional conduct in their work.  In accordance with the code limitations to the methods, 
results and conclusions will be accurately stated and any biological records collected as part 
of the project will be supplied to the appropriate local records centre one year after the date 
of issue of the report unless otherwise agreed. 
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1. Summary 
Richard Graves Associates undertook a preliminary ecological assessment, including a 
desktop study and field visit, of a section of proposed new cycle path along a section of 
the Ingrebourne valley near Upminster in December 2013. 

Most of the route falls within arable and pastoral habitats which are of low ecological 
value.  The River Ingrebourne itself and some trees and woodland near to the route are 
of high ecological value and most of the route is within a site of metropolitan 
importance.   

There are unlikely to be any protected species impacts resulting from the construction or 
operation of a new cycle path and any potential impacts can be avoided by appropriate 
timing and using sensitive construction methods, which will also minimise any habitat 
impacts. 

Given the nature of some of the habitats present along the route there is considerable 
potential for enhancement and biodiversity gain, which could be associated with the 
project.   
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2. Introduction 
Richard Graves Associates were instructed by Sustrans to undertake a Preliminary 
Ecological Assessment (Bennat, 2013) of a proposed route and options for the 
upgrade and extension of an existing footpath along a section of the River 
Ingrebourne between Upminster to the south and Harold Wood to the north. 
 
The proposed development comprises the construction of a 3 metre cycle path to 
connect with the existing cycle network in the area.  The assessment area extended, 
where possible, to approximately 100 metres either side of the proposed route and 
options. 
 
The purpose of the assessment is to identify the habitats and species of ecological 
interest present, provide an indication of any protected species present and make 
recommendations for the protection of ecological features and mitigation and 
enhancement which could be incorporated into the new section of cycle path.   
 
Protected Species are those, which are fully or partially protected by legislation.  The 
relevant legislation includes: 
 

• The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 
• The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) 
• The Protection of Badgers Act 1992 
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3. Methods 
 

Extended Phase 1 Survey 
The Extended Phase 1 Survey is described in Guidelines for Baseline Ecological 
Assessment (Institute of Environmental Assessment, 1995).  This approach is based 
on: a Handbook for Phase 1 Habitat Survey (JNCC, 2010 (Revised)), which includes 
classification of basic habitats and standard mapping, to which are added a desktop 
survey and a protected species walkover.  The standard for Phase 1 plans, which 
include the use of target notes, is deviated from as the ‘target notes’ are instead 
presented as GPS waypoints on a Google Earth-Pro aerial view.  This aids accuracy 
as the observations are geo-referenced to +/- 5 metres and may be easier to interpret 
for non-specialists. 

 
Desktop Study 
Baseline data for protected sites and protected species is held for most parts of the 
country, some of this, in particular protected sites, is open source (freely available) 
and some, in particular, species information, may be supplied by local records 
centres for a charge.  Given the location of the site in Greater London the following 
sources have been used: 
 

• Greenspace Information for Greater London (as obtained through the London 
Borough of Havering’s Service Level Agreement) (Longley, 2013) 

 
The search request, appropriate for a linear route extended to 500 metres from both 
sides and 500 m beyond the northern and southern ends of the field survey route.   
 
Protected Species Walkover and Phase 1 Survey 
The site was visited by Richard Graves and Charlotte Holliday on the 17th December 
2013.  Habitats were identified and are plotted on a map (Appendix B Figure 3); 
botanical species were recorded and are listed in the text using nomenclature in 
accordance with The New Flora of the British Isles 3rd Edition (Stace, 2010).  Features 
within the site suitable for, or indicating evidence of protected species and species of 
nature conservation significance were recorded using a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) application (Peto, 2010). 

 
Surveyor qualifications and experience: 
 
Richard Graves BSc (Hons) MSc PGDip CEcol CEnv FCIEEM has over twenty years’ 
experience as a practising ecologists and has undertaken, commissioned and 
reviewed several hundred Extended Phase 1 Surveys all over the UK, including 
many in Greater London.  Richard is a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Ecology 
and Environmental Management (CIEEM), a chartered ecologist and a chartered 
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environmentalist.  Richard is also class licenced for great crested newt surveys, a  
class licenced bat surveyor and author of current good practice guidelines.   
 
Charlotte Holliday BSc (Hons) ACIEEM is an assistant ecologist with three years’ 
experience of Phase 1 Survey and mapping.   

 
Limitations 
The survey was undertaken during December a time of year for Phase 1 surveys 
considered to be outside of the optimum period (March – October).  Certain species 
of flora, which flower earlier in the year, may not have been apparent.  Given the 
nature of the habitats present this limitation is not considered to be significant.   
 
A section of the southernmost section of the route, where it crosses the District tube 
and railway lines was not accessible or visible from the outside.   
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4. Results and Evaluation 

Desktop Study 
 
Statutorily Protected Sites 
These sites are designated under legislation and protected from development.  
Potential impacts from development should be considered in relation to these sites.   
 
The desktop study search (Longley, 2013) indicates that there is one statutorily 
protected site: Hornchurch Cutting Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) within the 
view of the search radius.  This site, which forms part of the railway cutting, is 
designated for its geological, rather than habitat or species interest and, as it forms 
part of the rail corridor, is not considered further in this assessment.   
 
Non-statutory Sites 
Sites which are not of national significance but may contain features important for 
wildlife may be designated and given some protection under the planning system.  
In London these are known as Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINCs).  
Sites in London have been subject to survey and designated according to their 
importance in relation to habitats in London.  The following designations are used: 
 

• Metropolitan Importance 
• Borough Importance Grade I 
• Borough Importance Grade II 
• Local Importance 

 
The GiGL search included the following sites: 
 

• M108 Ingrebourne Valley 
• HvBII14 Hall Lane Verge and Montrose Pastures 
• HvBII40 Little Chef Pasture 
• HvBII42C Romford to Upminster Railsides 
• HvBII42D District Line in Havering 
• HvL10 Pot Kiln and Sickle Wood 

 
Of these M108 Ingrebourne Valley is of the most significance as the route appears to 
run entirely within it.  The site is of metropolitan importance and is designated for its 
riparian, woodland and grassland habitat, for important breeding and over-
wintering populations of nesting birds, extant Arvicola amphibious water voles, bat 
and extensive invertebrate interest.   
 
Species 
A number of protected species and species of nature conservation interest have been 
recorded within the search radius.  Of those European Protected Species (EPS) listed 
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on Schedule 2 of the Conservation Regulations (HMG, 2010) only Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus common pipistrelle and Plecotus auritus brown long-eared bats were 
recorded.  Of those species listed on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 
(HMG, 1981) Alcedo atthis kingfisher and Turdus iliacus redwing and Natrix natrix 
grass snake and water vole listed on Schedule 5 (HMG, 1981) have been recorded.  
Schedule 1 birds are fully protected from disturbance, killing or injury.  Water vole is 
protected from damage or disturbance to its habitat, disturbance, killing or injury 
and grass snake is protected from killing or injury.   
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Phase 1 Survey 
 
Site Description 
The site comprises a route mostly running to the west of the River Ingrebourne along 
its valley with a variety of habitats including: urban / built environment, bare 
ground and arable, improved grassland, amenity grassland secondary semi-natural 
and planted woodland, hedgerows and open water.  As the survey commenced at 
the southern part of the route habitat types are described in turn from south to north 
as encountered.  The evaluation of habitats is based on an assessment of the features 
relative to the local environment.   

Figure 1: Survey Waypoint Locations South of the A127 
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Figure 2: Survey Waypoint Locations North of the A127 

 
Images © Google Earth Pro (Base Image 2010) 
 
Habitats 
 
Built Environment / Urban Habitats 
The first section of the route and the easternmost part of the spur across the river to 
the east comprise of roads surrounded on both sides by residential properties.  These 
habitats are of low ecological value.   
 
Bare Ground / Arable Agriculture 
Four large arable fields comprise the first third of the route.  At the time of survey 
these included one bare ground and one recently ploughed fields with the other two 
fields appearing to have been recently re-seeded.  These habitat is of low ecological 
value.   
 
Grassland 
There is one large area of amenity grassland (the school playing field located to the 
west of the route), which is of low ecological value.  The majority of the remaining 
grassland along the route (both north and south of the A127) and in most places 
extending right up to the river is improved grassland, dominated by Lolium perenne 
perennial rye-grass, which is maintained as close mown sward by extensive horse 
grazing.  The sward appears to be well maintained for the purpose of intensive 
pasture and does not exhibit much in the way of bare earth patches, poaching at the 
margins or noxious weeds and ruderal plants characteristic of over-grazing.  Because 
of its limited structural and floristic diversity this habitat is also of low ecological 
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value, although its use as pasture may provide more foraging habitat than arable and 
amenity habitats.   
 
Woodland and Scrub 
The start of the route is shown to cross an ‘island’ of vegetation at the junction of the 
rail and district tube line.  This section of the route was not accessible or visible but 
appears from aerial images to comprise dense continuous scrub.   
 
A small section of semi-natural woodland, just to the north of Benet Road contains 
Crataegus monogyna hawthorn scrub and one hawthorn coppice stool of considerable 
age with surrounding understorey vegetation including: Rubus fruticosus agg. 
bramble, Hedera helix ivy, Urtica dioica common nettle, Galium aparine cleavers, 
Arctium minus lesser burdock, Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog and Ranunculus acris 
meadow buttercup.  The woodland / scrub is dense with a poor understorey and 
appears to be un-managed, while providing some nesting and foraging habitat this 
section is of low ecological value.   
 
The next section of woodland is located to the west of the river (immediately to the 
east of the school site).  This comprises semi-natural woodland and scrub to the 
south, including: Quercus robur pedunculate oak, Salix sp. willow, Populus tremula 
aspen, Rosa canina dog rose, hawthorn and grades into plantation woodland which 
also includes: Betula pendula silver birch and Castanea sativa sweet chestnut.  This 
section provides nesting and foraging habitat and is of low to moderate ecological 
value.   
 
To the west of the river (surrounding the western spur of the proposed route) there is 
an area of semi-natural woodland, with some mature standard tree.  In addition to 
the species above Taxus baccata yew, Carex sp. sedge, Sambucus nigra elder, Pteridium 
aquilinum bracken and a large Fraxinus excelsior ash coppice stool were also recorded.  
This area includes some mature trees and a relatively diverse structure and is of 
moderate to high ecological value. 
 
The embankment which carries the A127 is covered in dense semi-natural woodland 
and scrub with the same species composition noted as above.  As most of the trees 
appear to have colonised naturally since the construction of the embankment most 
are of limited size.  This area is of moderate ecological value. 
 
Sections to the west and east of the river north of the A127 also comprise scrub and 
semi-natural woodland although of low structural diversity and low to moderate 
ecological value as the areas are heavily horse grazed.   
 
Hedgerows and Mature Trees 
Hedge 1 is located to the west of the route and forms the boundary of an arable field.  
The hedge comprises mainly of Prunus spinosa blackthorn scrub with an understorey 
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of bramble and rose and ruderal vegetation along the margins.  The hedge also 
encloses a ditch, containing open water at the time of survey.  Hedge 1 is assessed as 
species poor.   
 
Hedge 2 forms the eastern boundary of the arable field and comprises mostly 
blackthorn in its southern section with larger oak, hawthorn and willow standards to 
the north.  There are also a few small examples of the non-native Quercus ilex holm 
oak within the hedge.   
 
Most of the remaining hedges are assessed as species poor with standard trees.  
However there are a few examples of large mature oak pollards and a single large 
mature Carpinus betulus hornbeam coppice stool.  All of the hedges running west to 
east have associated ditches that contained open water at the time of survey.   
 
Given their poor species diversity and lack of apparent management, other than 
grazing most of the hedges are of low intrinsic ecological value.  However all of the 
hedgerows provide foraging, sheltering and commuting habitat and, in the context of 
a wider area comprising mostly urban development, are of moderate ecological 
value.  The mature standard and pollard trees (as noted in Figure 1 and 2 above) are 
of high ecological value.   
 
Open Water 
The River Ingrebourne forms the main open water habitat recorded in the survey 
area.  The river retains a natural character, meandering across the valley bottom.  
Little in the way of marginal or floating aquatic vegetation was recorded at the time 
of survey, which was sub-optimal for aquatic vegetation.  Where the surrounding 
land is grazed the river retains an open character, close cropped right up to the edge.  
Where the surrounding land is not grazed the river is densely over-shaded with trees 
and scrub.  Given its extent and natural state the river is likely to be of high 
ecological value along the extent of the route.   

Species 
Species of note recorded during the survey include Viscum album mistletoe, a London 
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) priority species and Egretta garzetta little egret 

Protected Species 
 
The survey recorded features suitable for the following species: 

• Bats (foraging, roosting and commuting) 
• Nesting birds (nesting and foraging and over-wintering) 

 
Bats 
Common pipistrelle and brown long-eared bats have been recorded in the wider area 
(Longley, 2013).  In addition other species recorded in London, including: Eptesicus 
serotinus serotine, Myotis daubentonii Daubenton’s Nyctalus noctula noctule, Pipistrellus 
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pygmaeus soprano pipistrelle are likely to be present as suitable roosting and foraging 
habitat are present. 
 
Otter 
Lutra lutra otter was not recorded in the desktop survey.  However as the habitat is 
suitable and it is a European Protected Species it should be considered.   
 
Water Voles 
Water vole has been recorded along the river which has been considered a significant 
resource in London for this rapidly declining species.  Given that the most recent 
records supplied are from 2002 (Longley, 2013), there is a question as to whether a 
population is still present.  Densely grazed margins and heavy over-shaded riparian 
habitats are sub-optimal for water vole and together with predation by Mustela vison 
American mink and Rattus norvegicus brown rat have led to further extinction over 
the last eleven years.   
 
Birds 
The hedgerows woodlands and scrub within the valley provide a significant foraging 
and nesting resource for birds.  Of those, fully protected species recorded in the 
desktop search kingfisher is likely to be resident within the route corridor, associated 
with the river, while Redwing is likely to be a passage migrant and not resident or 
breeding.  The valley also appears to provide some opportunity for over-wintering 
birds.  At the time of survey these were most apparent in the school playing field 
with two little egret in the arable field at the southern end of the route.   
 
Reptiles 
The route provides limited opportunity for common reptile species other than grass 
snake for which there is significant breeding habitat, in the form of manure 
stockpiles associated with horse pasture and limited foraging habitats at the margins 
of the river.   
 
Great Crested Newt 
There is no suitable breeding habitat for Triturus cristatus great crested newt (GCN) 
within the site or within 500 m of the site.  No records of GCN were returned in the 
desktop search 
 
Invertebrates 
The desktop search indicated that areas up and downstream of the route have 
significant invertebrate interest, so it is reasonable to assume that suitable habitats 
along the river in this section will also support an invertebrate fauna of interest. 
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Invasive Species 
 
Japanese Knotweed 
Two stands of Fallopia japonica Japanese knotweed were recorded just to the south of 
the A127 (Figure 1 and Appendix A Figure 2).  These appear to have been recently 
burnt, which is not known to be an effective method of treatment.  It is an offence for 
the landowner to allow this species to spread.   
 
The following table includes the waypoint locations for Japanese knotweed: 
 

Table 1 Japanese Knotweed Locations 
Latitude Longitude Accuracy (metres) Label 
51.57666 
 

0.250349 
 

~5 Small patch of 
burnt up Japanese 
knotweed  
 

51.57758 
 

0.249389 
 

~5 Possible knotweed 
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5. Recommendations 
The following section includes recommendations for the protection of wildlife prior 
to, and during, construction works and includes potential enhancements which may 
be considered to increase the ecological value of the cycle path in operation.   

Habitats 
 
Specific protection of grassland and built / urban environment habitats is not 
required as they are not of ecological importance and are unlikely to support 
protected species.   
 
Woodland, Scrub, Hedgerows and Mature Trees 
The woodland scrub and hedgerows are of moderate ecological value with small 
sections of woodland and some large mature trees of high ecological value.  Works 
should seek to avoid the removal of these features whenever possible and avoid any 
disturbance during construction or the potential for root compaction in operation.  
During construction site compounds and stockpiles of materials should located away 
from trees in accordance with the appropriate British Standard for trees in relation to 
construction.   
 
Significant enhancement of the biodiversity interest of most of the woodland and 
hedgerow network could be achieved by undertaking active management, including: 
thinning and coppicing in the woodlands, restoration of traditional laying and 
coppicing of hedges and restoring pollarded standard trees.  Any felled trees should, 
ideally, be retained to form habitat piles on site, but in any case be allowed to remain 
in-situ for at least 24 – 48 hours after works to allow any animals inhabiting them to 
escape.   
 
Where trees, scrub and other vegetation are to be cleared works should be timed to 
minimise disturbance (primarily outside of the bird nesting season (March – August 
inclusive)).  Where this is not possible the area affected should be assessed for 
nesting bird and bat potential by a suitably qualified ecologist, whose 
recommendations must be complied with.   
 
Open Water 
It is assumed that the River Ingrebourne is a ‘main river’ and therefore within the 
jurisdiction of the Environment Agency.  Any proposals with 8 metres either side of 
a main river will require consultation and consent from the agency.   
 
Suitable safeguards to ensure that no materials are washed or leach into the river 
during construction or operation are required, with particular care where the route 
crosses the field drains and ditches which run directly into the river.   
 
There is considerable potential for enhancement of the watercourse for biodiversity 
which could be achieved by thinning and opening up of the canopy where the river 
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is over-shaded and protection from grazing where horse pasture extends to the water 
course.  This would allow the establishment of more marginal vegetation, supporting 
a wider variety of species, which, if not already present, could be readily colonised 
from sections of the river up and down-stream which are assumed to be more species 
rich.   

Protected Species 
 
Bats 
Any large mature trees, which by reason of position or condition, are subject to 
surgery or felling should be assessed by a suitably qualified ecologist for bat 
potential and evidence in advance of works.  The recommendation which may 
include further survey and the need for an EPS mitigation licence must be complied 
with.   
 
Otters and Water Voles 
Although the current presence of water voles is not confirmed and otters have not 
been recorded it is prudent to consider the possibility.  Although the construction of 
the cycle path is unlikely to disturb water voles or damage their habitat, 
enhancement measures for the river recommended above may cause disturbance to 
water voles and otters.  It would therefore be advantageous to conduct an otter and 
water vole survey before proceeding with these works, even though they are likely to 
be beneficial in the long term.   
 
Birds 
It is recommended that any vegetation removal is timed to coincide with the season 
during which birds are least likely to nest (September – February).  Clearance should 
be ‘by hand’ only (using brush cutters and chainsaws).  If clearance of vegetation 
occurs outside of these times a suitably experienced individual should assess the area 
in advance of works and confirm that nesting birds are not present.  Given that over-
wintering birds are also present works should be conducted sensitively (for example 
avoiding noise as much as possible) during the winter months also.   
 
Reptiles 
The proposed works are unlikely to lead to the killing or injury of reptiles.  However 
if any are encountered during works a suitably qualified ecologist should be 
contacted for advice. 

Invasive Species 
 
Japanese knotweed 
Suitable advice should be obtained about the treatment and removal of this species.  
Particular care should be taken to ensure that no knotweed material is transferred to 
newly open areas.  It will be advisable to ensure that contractors working on the 
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route do not enter contaminated areas and that if this does occur appropriate bio-
security protocols are in place to prevent accidental spread.   
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6. Conclusion 
A survey of the site was undertaken by Richard Graves Associates in December 2013.  
The field visit recorded several habitats of interest and features suitable to support 
certain protected species, although no direct evidence.  Most of the route falls within 
a site of metropolitan importance, although the nature of the proposal is such that it 
is unlikely to be detrimental.   

Most of the proposed route and options cross habitats of low ecological value and are 
unlikely to cause disturbance to protected species.  Avoidance of significant features 
(mature trees), timing of works and good practice during construction will also help 
to further minimise the potential impact of the route on wildlife and habitats. 

Other than the potential presence of bat roosts in trees (which can most likely be 
avoided) there are no European Protected Species considerations to note in respect of 
the construction of the route itself. 

There is considerable potential for enhancement through beneficial management of 
surrounding habitat.  However, as this may have the potential to affect protected 
species in the short term (while achieving long term benefit) further consideration in 
the form of detailed survey and assessment would be required. 

If the recommendations noted above are followed there are no material 
considerations which should prevent the local planning authority granting 
permission.  The recommendations for enhancement, if followed, are likely to lead to 
a significant gain in local biodiversity.   
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8. Appendices 

Appendix A Figure 3 – Phase I Survey Plan 
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